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THE FUTURE:



Get to know the plans for development!!
ISO 9001:2008 Certification

A NEW START.
A NEW INNOVATION.



The introduction of the Gazette this year is appropriate to a new milestone of UHBI-Paranaque Doctors Hospital wherein the highest revenue is reached with corresponding record breaking increase in census. Our record
shows that there are now a total of 1380 shareholders, 600
of which are doctors. The improvement in the quality of
services and facilities is reflected in the passing of the hospital in the ISO 9001:2008 stage I Certification! We have
earned the image as the first hospital in Paranaque, Muntinlupa and Las Piñas Cities as the first to apply for it and
the first to get the Stage I ISO certification. Stage II will
surely be a breeze.
The construction of a 7 story building will commence next month. The new edifice will increase our bed
capacity, provide specialty centers which cannot be done
due to the present lack of space and definitely beautify the
whole of PDH.
The healthcare industry is fast growing and the demand for better and more modern equipment goes with it.
PDH is committed to compete with the best without sacrificing its obligation to its stockholders and employees.
As Chairman of the Board, let me express my gratitude and appreciation to the members of the Board, all of
the officers and employees and to our loyal shareholders for
making PDH number one in the city. Let us all join hands
to make our hospital always the best.

This picture was taken last 10th of May, 2014 during the Induction Ceremony
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Amado Manuel C. Enriquez, Jr., MD
Chairman of the Board

GREETINGS!

PARAÑAQUE

DOCTORS HOSPITAL ON ITS 8TH YEAR STARTED BY

CONSOLIDATING ITS RESOURCES AND FINANCES AFTER YEARS OF ACQUISITIONS OF PROPERTIES AND EQUIPMENTS AND MANPOWER. THE FIRST QUARTER WAS FOCUSED ON DOCUMENT REVIEWS, ADMINISTRATIVE AND MEDICAL
SERVICE REVIEWS, SAVINGS, MAXIMIZING EARNINGS AND MINIMIZING LOSSES
TO INCREASE LIQUIDITY.
PARANAQUE DOCTORS HOSPITAL'S OPERATION REMAINS ROBUST DESPITE INCREASING COMPETITION FROM NEARBY HEALTH INSTITUTIONS. THE
ADMINISTRATION, IN ITS DEDICATION AND FOCUS IN FURTHER IMPROVING
THE QUALITY OF HEALTH CARE DELIVERY SYSTEM AND MAINTAIN THE CONFIDENCE OF OUR DOCTORS, STOCKHOLDERS, EMPLOYEES, CLIENTS AND PATIENTS, STARTED THE FOLLOWING PROJECTS TO NAME A FEW:
A. CONSTRUCTION OF A MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING WHICH WILL PROVIDE THE NEEDED SPACE FOR ADDITIONAL ROOMS, CLINICS, NEW SERVICES, EXTENSIONS, ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES, DEDICATED CUSTOMER
CARE OFFICE, SPACIOUS LOBBY, CORPORATE OFFICE AND CONFERENCE
ROOM AND A NEW FAÇADE,
B. ISO ACCREDITATION WAS INITIATED TO FURTHER IMPROVE SERVICE BY CREATING STANDARD MANAGEMENT PROTOCOLS AND DOCUMENTATION TO PREVENT UNEXPECTED OR SENTINEL EVENTS AND TO ACCUSTOM PERSONNELS AND THE ADMINISTRATION TO FOLLOW THESE
STANDARDS TO FACILITATE WORK FLOW AND PREVENT FRICTIONS, MISCOMMUNICATIONS AND LACK OF COORDINATION. THIS IS ON ITS FINAL
PHASE OF AUDIT.
C. EQUIPMENTS PURCHASES AND MAINTENANCE.
NEW MODERN EEG MACHINE, CAUTERY MACHINE, ETC.
D.

DOCUMENTS AND CONTRACTS AUDIT AND REVIEWS

E. DIALYSIS UNIT USING OUR HOUSE AND LOT AT RHODESIA STREET.
F. PROPERTY ACQUISITION FOR ADDITIONAL STORAGE, STRATEGICALLY LOCATED IN THE MIDDLE OF OUR OTHER PROPERTIES
G. SALARY STANDARDIZATION FOR OUR REGULAR EMPLOYEES AND
CONTINUING EDUCATION AND TRAINING FOR OUR EMPLOYEES
H. BIRTHDAY GIFT TO ALL STOCKHOLDERS. FREE LABORATORY
EXAMINATION (PACKAGE) DURING THEIR BIRTH MONTH.
THE ADMINISTRATION, ESPECIALLY THE BOARD OF THE DIRECTORS,
LED THROUGH CONSULTATIONS, COLLABORATION AND CONSENSUS AND REMAINED SENSITIVE TO THE NEEDS OF THE UNITS THROUGH OUR SECTION
HEADS AND MANAGERS.
WE ARE OPTIMISTIC AND CONFIDENT THAT PARANAQUE DOCTORS
HOSPITAL WILL CONTINUE TO EVOLVE AND DEVELOP INTO AN ICON IN
HEALTH CARE WHERE STOCKHOLDERS, DOCTORS, EMPLOYEES, AND PATIENTS
ARE PROUD TO BE A PART OF.
WITH GOD'S BLESSINGS, WE ARE LOOKING FORWARD TO THE NEW
FACE OF PDH AND MORE OPPORTUNITIES TO SERVE.
THANK YOU!

Daniel J. Advincula, MD
UHBI-PDH President

This picture was taken last 10th of May, 2014 during the Induction Ceremony
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QUEST FOR EXCELLENCE
The road to excellence has never been an easy path to tread. It
will always be beset by obstacles and difficulties. One can either
turn away or proceed in its journey. UHBI-Paranaque Doctors Hospital has chosen to traverse the path and over the past several
years has gone a long way.
Milestones can be cited to serve as significant highlights of its
achievements.
The hospital human resource group composed of medical practitioners, technical operators and administrative staff have all
been dynamic and critical support beams providing remarkable
services to the hospital’s client base. This manifests in sustained
annual increases in patient statistics that are prominently reflected at the emergency room area, Out-Patient Department
and in-house admissions.
Financially, the corporation has likewise performed well registering higher levels of profits year after year owing to sound financial management and control. This enabled the organization to
defray outlays for overhead and operating expenses as well as
meet required capital investments for medical equipments and
real property acquisition.
The hospital premises and facilities are equally given preferential
attention. Upgrade and replacement of old and defective
equipments with modern and more technically-advanced capabilities have always been agenda priorities.
To date, Management remains steadfast and unwavering in the
pursuit of its vision – providing excellent health care services.
Having undergone the recent strategic planning exercise and
having established key results areas, two major undertakings
have been launched.

MR. MANUEL EDUARDO B. LUNAS
Management Consultant
Editor-In-Chief
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In the immediate offing is the construction of a new and modern
building that will provide an estimated 5,000 square meters of
floor space designed to accommodate the burgeoning requirements of the different hospital operations. The new edifice is envisaged to become the Medical Arts Center housing the outpatient service facilities. It will pave the way for the expansion
and/or relocation of the laboratory, operating rooms, Dialysis and
rehabilitation centers.
Most recently, Management, co-opting with the entire organizational work force launched the Total Quality Management System. This is aimed at establishing the framework for institutionalizing best health care practices. Transforming them into clear and
precise systems and procedures that will be manualized, disseminated organization-wide, implemented and regularly monitored
for implementation and compliance. Its main objective is to usher
in and enable an atmosphere where all the organizational elements are united and focused in enabling safe, effective and
efficient health care delivery.
All told UHBI-Paranaque Doctors Hospital continues its quest for
excellence.

Eight years of operation is quite significant in the
attainment of set goals. As elucidated in the message of the Chairman of the Board and the President during the last induction ceremony, much has
been accomplished, yet a lot of things still need to
be done.
The task of handling the administrative affairs of
the hospital is quite intimidating if not daunting. As
another fiscal year nears closure I would want to
share developments that have taken place in the
organization.
On the issue of physical assets, let us cite a few of
the challenges encountered.
The upkeep, maintenance repair and replacement
of essential equipment and services kept this maintenance and engineering department on its toes
24/7. Complaints of malfunctioning air-cons; sagging beds, toilet leaks, lack of linen, uncollected
garbage, sterility of critical areas, peeling wall
paints, cracked floor tiles, even missing letters on
signages were just some in the long list of issues
that needed to be addressed.

Loida S. Ponio, MD, FPOGS, MHHSA
Hospital Administrator

Administrative department similarly needed
attention. There was a large number of uncompleted
medical charts, seemingly high pharmaceutical inventory levels, unreconciled reports in balances; patients
survey complaints, employee’s tardiness, and decorum
and manpower flight.
Even outsourced service providers and trade
partners were cause of concerns owing to such things
as unremitted collections, deteriorating services quality
as well as the need for better deals.
In the light of these developments collective
efforts and consensus building was given due course.
This paved the way in resolving issues and strengthening cooperative participation of all stakeholders.
Everybody is in one accord towards entrusting
everything in God’s care. Resting with his promise as He
assured in Proverbs 3:5-6.

As the main building and other collateral structures like patients’ rooms, the main lobby, ER, and
the HMO & Industrial section succumbed to natural aging and depreciation – continuous renovation
works were undertaken. The services of a professional was commissioned to do the redesign of the
patient’s rooms.

Many developments have happened over the past few
years. They can be shown in various ways but I thought it would be
best to simply present statistics.
Census Report
Year
Admissions
Out Patients
ER
OR/DR
ICU
Rehab Med
Dialysis

Ultimately, top management decided to put up a
new building that will provide the much-needed space to
house operating departments. The architectural plans have
passed approval by the appropriate government agencies and
now in the process of being bided out for construction.

2012
7864
68,549

2013
7,893
67,408

2014
7,898
79,605

15,490
3,182
313
8,164
5,874

16,976
3,002
343
10,178
6,670

18,519
3,389
432
11,540
7,492

The increases of census for all departments are very
satisfactory except on the in patient admission wherein the rise
is just minimal. This can be explained by the bed occupancy
rate, which is 85% to 100%. Simply put, the bed capacity of 94
is not anymore enough for the demand of patient load.
New equipment acquired includes a brand new electroencephalogram aside from the regular services it can offer,
likewise enable video procedures that can also be availed of by
our clinicians. Another expensive acquisition is the refrigerated centrifuge, which provides component blood therapy
qualifying our hospital as a possible center for blood banking.
We have upgraded the Intensive Care Unit with centralized
monitoring and increased it from 6 to 9 beds including the ICU
extension. The project of building a new 7-storey building in
the AMATASS lot has been approved and is now undergoing
bibbing among constructors. It is foreseen that many planned
specialty services deprived due to lack of space may now be
given due course.

The residency training program for
Pediatrics, Medicine and Obstetrics and Gynecology are still on their incubation period but
hopeful for its birth in the next two years.
The requirements for a full- pledged
Baby-Friendly certified hospital have been dutifully accomplished with the combined efforts of
the Pediatrics and Ob-Gyne departments.
Last year, with the challenges of
global quality standard and ASEAN integration,
management has launched further improvement
in patient care by applying for ISO 9001-2008
Certification. The enhancement of eight principles of integrated quality management which
are effective leadership, costumer focus, process approach, systematic approach to management, people involvement, factual approach to
decision-making, continual improvement and
mutually beneficial to supplier relationship are
targeted to be ingrained and imbibed as part of
the corporate culture and personality of
Paranaque Doctors Hospital. Stage I certification has already been granted.
The role of the medical staff is vital in
the implementation of these mentioned principles. Together, the mission- vision of the hospital in optimizing quality care while sustaining
financial growth defines its present and future.

Geanie Cerna-Lopez, MD, MHA
Medical Director
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PDH Highlights 2014-2015
Here’s a quick summary of happenings and affairs of the hospital. Take a look.

UHBI-PDH Sports fest/ Summer Outing 2014

UHBI-PDH 7th Anniversary

ISO 9001:2008 Certification
March 2015
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2014 Induction Ceremony

Ilo-Ilo Outreach

Christmas Party 2014
Strategic & Budget Planning 2015
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Greetings!

Another year has passed and as the UHBIParanaque Doctors Hospital’s Corporate Secretary for the year
2014-2015, I am pleased to share with everyone the hospital’s
continuing mission under the leadership of our President Dr.
Daniel J. Advincula.
The UHBI Paranaque Doctors Board of Directors, the management and the officers with the cooperation and support of our
dear employees have constantly and with vigor provide our patients with compassionate health care service.
I would like to thank all our Administration and Medical
Staff under the leadership of Dr. Loida S. Ponio and Dr. Geanie
Cerna-Lopez and our Administrative Officer Dr. Felixberto A.
Rivera for all the services and work done making our hospital one
of the leading healthcare facility in the south of Manila.
My personal thanks to our Executive Secretary Ms. May D.
Alo and to the Board of Directors headed by our Chairman of the
Board Dr. Amado Manuel C. Enriquez, Jr.

Imelda Cirilo, LLB, MBA
Corporate Secretary

I am optimistic that in the future, we will be able to achieve
excellence in patient’s care and service.

EDITORIAL
EDITORIAL STAFF
STAFF

May Dinglasan-Alo
Executive Secretary
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Manuel Eduardo B. Lunas
Management Consultant/
Editor-in-Chief
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Francis Edrich Zuño
Programmer/Layout Artist
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PCS DEPARTMENT:
WORKING IN PROGRESS FROM 2014

The Newly renovated EEG Room

To better serve the client of Paranaque Doctors
Hospital in coordination with the Multi Diagnostic Department headed by Dr. Emmanuel Masanga and Richard De
Castro department supervisor the management purchased
new Electroencephalography (EEG) with video function last
January 28, 2015. The new machine can now not just measure the brain wave but can also monitor the patient movement while doing the procedure that is helpful to the Neurologist.

MAGANDANG BUHAY!!
For the past eight years, PCS department of UHBI-PDH has been grateful
for all the success that God had continued to shower upon us. The year 2014
indeed was truly exceptional as we are privileged to walk hand in hand with
our new department head, Dr. M. Conejares-Blas who guided us into the path
of triumph thru dedication, humanity and passion at work.
To continually uplift the quality of our service, our Department Head
thru the joint effort of Dr. Marissa A. Orillaza, UHBI-PDH Quality Management
Representative, conducted a seminar on strategic planning to help us recognize our strength and weaknesses as an individual or as a working group.
Through those combined acts, we have come up with a laddered solution on
posted problems that we encounter. Our insights regarding decision making
management were also communicated as part of our objective to pursue excellence in the field of healthcare delivery.
Meanwhile, the Christmas season was once again embraced by the
PCS department on the “Holiday Shindig” themed party last December 9, 2014
held at Natrapharm Sucat where it showcased the diverse talent of nurses
through song and dance as our Chief Nurse, Ma’am Rebecca Jolorte, and
Assistant Chief Nurse for Training Officer, Ma’am Joralyn Nalam together with
the unwavering efforts of Ramil Silvano of ER Department and Maria Virginia
Macalintal of NICU department leads the vibrant crowd of nurses into the
groove of 90’s music. The uninterrupted cheers from the audience adds up on
the thrill as they bagged their 4 th consecutive award on the much awaited
highlight of the party. Definitely, the department is still dreaming to pursue 5peat title for 2015 with God’s guidance and grace.
This 2015 , one of the project of department that was approved last
strategic planning was to have a team building solely for the PCS staff with
the help of our Head, Dr. M. Conejares-Blas and with the support of the management, this project will hopefully commence this year.
In line with that, the PCS Department bounded by the knowledge and
wisdom, gathered from previous hard work and experiences would continually offer countless of great opportunities by saving lives, preserving humanity
and creating a brighter future ahead of us in the year to come.
BY: KRISTLE ANN H. BLANCO, RN (GNU Station 2 Head Nurse) and DELIA
LEAH L. VILLAMOR, RN (GNU Station 3 Head Nurse)
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